Dear Internationals,
UIC Event – the Coffee Club with a theme yesterday had focus on **GIVISM’ and The Warm Welcome Society** - and the introduction was given by Lea Wulff Lütken, project leader – and not at all less enthusiastic when the few of us gathered. – I can tell you missed out on something different, interesting and entertaining. The people behind the “initiative want to make new citizens feel welcome and help them find places to belong in their spare time. Events are hosted and all new citizens get to meet others with same interest and are guided into some great communities in Aarhus. The project is founded by GIVISM’, an Aarhus-based NGO experimenting with acts of giving unexpectedly. The target group are all from age 18 to 35, and if you look up their planned events under Section 3, it’s tempting and can make you ready to join. It’s amazing what kind of ideas they have tried out, and seem to have no barriers when it comes to sharing, being kind and giving each person attention. Their address is open to book for any of your own ideas, which is fantastic because finding a place at a reasonable price is difficult – turn to the WarmWelcomeSociety and they’ll be there for you. And you are welcome as a volunteer, extra hands are always wanted! – See more under Section 3.
To Lea we give a big warm thank you – and wish you and all at WWS great success! – Such a fine day, we all became so sure we wanted to be a giver – this is was Givism is about.

**UIC programme invites to TWO events tomorrow:** At 10am **Young parents & their kids** meet up at **Playgroup at Dokk1** – all in English, for internationals and Danes, and **UIC Night’s Out** from 6.30pm this Friday is a very cozy – get to know somebody details below.

See also the **Storytelling Workshop** – and the film & discussion about **Women’s Liberation movement** – and achievements till now.

**Section 1** – is first of all about the **UIC**, but also some AU events, take time to notice: 
**UIC next week.** The **14 March** sign up for the **Seminar Developing Cultural Intelligence**, we all need to go further in depth with this kind of topics - to understand ourselves and others. To manage the job in a multicultural
context – and in our private lives! – and **21 March sign up** for a **Seminar about Taxation in Denmark**, tools are here offered to make you better prepared for the challenge.

**Info about a possible strike action at AU.** – Taken from the AU employee section.

**Section 3 bear witness about the broad network we have.**
This time a UK family is wanted for tourist promotion, it means a small film crew will follow you during your stay at the LEGO resort – and the family can in return have a 2-3 day stay free of charge.

**UIC Language Training.** Danes are needed 1hr/week. - But also speakers of English as their 1st language. Italian needs English, let’s hear from you, please!
Mail gha@au.dk

**Gækkebrev.** How about trying an old Danish sweet tradition, explained in Section 5 – and try it see the Calendar, Section 9 under Monday.

**In the City of smiles we learned** the shortest distance between two is giving a smile! Give it a try!

**The weather and daylight.** King Winter is not so persistently sending icy cold winds to our area – and it’s nice. In fact today is quite comfortable. Although this the **next five days continue to bring winter weather here.** All Denmark is having this kind of weather. Continue to take an extra layer of clothes to protect yourself – and easy to take off whenever not needed. It can save us from the bad flue which keep a good number of people at home. They suffer for example from a very painful headache, so you’ll know if you get it. – The forecast says day temperatures will range between 2 and 7 Celsius – none below zero. Different with nights which are reported of as between minus 3 and 2 Celsius. Expect all days to pretty overclouded dry, except Sunday and Monday which seem to bring a little snow. Daylight is only going, now with 4 hours and 22 minutes since winter solstice 21 December. The sun rose this morning at 6.54 and leaves us at 6.05pm, we start having a feel of not knowing what time it is when you wake up. – Before you know the sun will get you out of bed! – Be careful for with more light we get more energy. Spend it wisely.
UIC Newsletter always aims at providing information, which can assist everyone in getting to know more of the good events, which are on today and in the coming days. – First some information of General Interest and at the bottom the Calendar with specific activities mentioned at the bottom.

1. UIC and selected IAS, AIAS & AU events & information

UIC & Dokk1 joint International Playgroup Each Friday, – next is 9 March 2018 from 10am-12noon. UIC
Location: Dokk1, Pusterummet, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C. (the room is named 'Pusterummet’) Pusterummet is in the same area as the 0-3 year area. It faces the water and is slightly differently demarcated. Take the elevator to Level 2, then go through the mini ramp and pass the ‘Børnelab’ - alternatively you can take the ramp up, then pass the stage stairs and you will be right there. Click here to view the location on Google Maps. We are also active on Facebook as “UIC International Playgroup”, where you can stay up-to-date about upcoming events and activities and use the group to organize playdates and meetups. Contacts: Sarah Nightingale: nity78@hotmail.com & Amy-Jo Nicholson: amyjocampbelldk@gmail.com (or Gitte Haahr-Andersen: gha@au.dk).

"UIC Night out" 9 March – a monthly event! Networking can lead to friendships Note: date and place and come to the lovely place & company!
All are invited to join once a month on the second Friday – next chance is 9 March at 6.30 pm at Amoroma – All means AU related or not come and enjoy international company, The place has a reputation of reasonable prices
– and child-friendly! To accommodate everyone, please send a mail to Susanne Pfeil in advance. Or try your luck – we all want to meet you again or for the first time! – This is a fine chance to meet a couple of hours.
– Also: if you know of a good place please bring up your suggestions for the coming months. A place for 20 people on short notice, please, contact Susanne Pfeil 123susanne@gmx.de. Meet up at the Restaurant Amoroma, Vestergade 60, 8000 Aarhus C.

Both clubs are open for more participants: – choose from the morning club or the after work one.
If neither fits you, let’s form another one!

**UIC Book Club 2017 – English – open for more.**
Book to discuss: is not yet to be decided (last discussion day was Wednesday 14 Feb) – meet up place is the café named “Stuen th”, Tordenskjoldsgade 19A, 8200 Aarhus N. All interested are welcome. Contact: Joy Dias joyelana@gmail.com

**UIC Book Club After Work Hours** Next meet up Thursday 8 March at 7pm at Løve’s Bog og Vin Café, Nørregade 32, 8000 Aarhus C Read Book: The Remains of the Day by Kazuo Ishiguro. Contact: Line Bager lbager@econ.au.dk / Open for more!

**UIC Seminar 14 March from 2pm to 4pm: Developing Cultural Intelligence**
Developing cultural intelligence using awareness of own cultural values. Sign-up required: Register
Why join this seminar? At this seminar, Intercultural Trainer Inge Aagaard will ensure that you get a head start to understand cultural differences, and learn more about culture and values. Cultural intelligence is the capability to relate and work effectively in culturally diverse situations. Going beyond existing notions of cultural sensitivity and awareness, it is important to identify the recurring capabilities of individuals who can successfully and respectfully accomplish their objectives, whatever the cultural context.

Awareness is the first step, but it’s not enough. A culturally intelligent individual is not only aware but can also effectively work and relate with people and projects across different cultural contexts. Developing a global mindset and become aware of own values and cultural dimensions is of great importance in this work.

**Join the seminar to:** increase your cultural self-awareness  
get useful tips to your social and professional life  
know more about culture, values, and society  
become aware of the differences that make a difference  
become acquainted with the written and unwritten rules. If you have any questions about the seminar, feel free to contact Gitte Haahr-Andersen.

**Location:** International Centre, Room 1, Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 4A, 8000 Aarhus C.  
View location on map.

Registration  
Please register for this event via webshop no later than Monday 12 March

---

**UIC Seminar Wednesday 21 March 3pm to 5pm:**

**Taxation in Denmark**

How to navigate the Danish tax system as it pertains to international for researchers, from professors to PhD students as well as other internationals subject to the Tax scheme for foreign researchers and highly-paid employees. Sign-up required.

University International Club (UIC), AU and the Danish Tax Authorities, SKAT, again invites to an afternoon seminar explaining the Danish tax system. - SKAT has increased its self-service capabilities and is putting greater emphasis on making it easier for people to search for information and contact possibilities at SKAT themselves – and in English! But the seminar is
nevertheless essential, and gives you the opportunity to learn the ins and outs of the Danish tax system.

**About the seminar.** During the first part of the seminar a tax adviser will give a general introduction to taxation in Denmark touching upon tax liability, important dates during the tax year, tax assessment notice and underpaid/overpaid tax etc.

**After the general introduction the participants are split into two sections:**
- Tax scheme for foreign researchers and highly-paid employees: Introduction to the tax scheme, taxation under the scheme, leave etc.
- Deductions and taxation during stays abroad: Tax liability when staying abroad, agreements to avoid double taxation, deductions/allowances and taxation of grants etc. and PhDs and Postdocs in the other section.

**Please notice:** Sign-up is required. Participation is free of charge. Please, **sign up via webshop** no later than Monday 19 March at 12 noon. **Register**

If you have any questions, please contact: Gitte Haahr-Andersen via gha@au.dk or call phone 30 69 84 83.

Location: AU Conference Center, Meeting Room 2, First floor, Building 1421, Fredrik Nielsens Vej 4, 8000 Aarhus C (next to the Student House). **See map.**

**AU Mails will no longer be forwarded!**

As of 1 March 2018, you will no longer be able to forward mails from your AU mailbox to your private email address. This change is due to requirements in the General Data Protection Regulation. If you use the mail forwarding function in post.au.dk and have set it up to forward AU mails to your private mails, this function will stop working on 1 March 2018. Instead, you must set up your mail client or mobile phone to retrieve email from your AU mailbox. [Guide to setting up mail](http://newsroom.au.dk/en/news/show/artikel/au-mails-will-no-longer-be-forwarded/) **Contact your local IT support team** if you need help.
The application deadline

Do you want to study at Aarhus University?
Apply before 1 March for Master’s Programmes (EU/EEA/Swiss) 15 March for Bachelor’s Programmes (all nationalities)

MatchPoints invites debate on the welfare state – sign up now

Aarhus is a Centre for an International Conference on the Future of the Welfare State.
How can the welfare state survive? This is the topic to be considered by the MatchPoints Seminar, which will be welcomed by Aarhus University and Aarhus Municipality from 24 to 26 May 2018. Conference delegates will be able to meet people like James Heckman, American winner of the Nobel Prize, a broad selection of experts, politicians, commentators and practitioners working in the field of welfare – and two robots, Norma and Silbot. The conference is open to the public, and registration begins now. Applications are now invited for anyone wishing to attend the MatchPoints Seminar, Aarhus University’s flagship conference series. Register and find out more at matchpoints.au.dk

Fellows’ Seminars at AIAS, Aarhus Institute of Advanced Studies
The AIAS Fellows’ Seminars are all held in English and open to the public. See the complete spring 2018 programme of the Fellows’ Seminar Series to be
announced on: http://aias.au.dk/aias-fellows-seminar/

**Venue:** AIAS, Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 6B, AU Campus, 8000 Aarhus C (next to the International Center).

Information on possible Strike Action at AU
It appears that the likelihood of a general strike is increasing –

a strike which might apply to some employees at AU

In the event that the strike becomes a reality, an overview of the affected employees will be announced today Tuesday 8 March, when unions are expected to issue a strike notice for selected trades and professions if a decision is made to strike. The Agency for the Modernization of Public Administration may respond to a strike notice with a lockout.

On the **FAQ page on the OK18 collective agreement negotiations**, you will find information about how the general strike or lockout will affect AU employees – including who the strike/lockout applies to, when it will start, what it will mean for the employees affected, and more. The page will be updated on a regular basis as the OK18 collective agreement negotiations develop.

Questions. If you have specific questions about the effects of a strike/lockout on you and your employment conditions, you also have the option of **contacting your trade union or your local union representative**.


---

Invitation to Workshop STORYTELLING – Body and Voice in traditional Oral Narratives
The idea of the workshop **Storytelling – body and voice in traditional oral narratives** (for free) is that the participants search for traditional oral narratives from their regions as a way to be involved with its popular cultures and languages. To tell these stories they will use both Danish or English and the target regional languages, such as Brazilian Portuguese or Japanese. The intention is that the international community of Aarhus University (spouses, professors, researchers, students and staff) will meet students and staff studying their language and regions.

Games, role-plays, mnemonic exercises, vocal practices and movements are some of the hands on ludic activities developed in the course. **Aiming at developing the skills to stand in front of an audience and, ultimately, tell oral traditional stories embodying diverse cultures, the course involves body language, voice-body connection, improvisation, basic knowledge on oral storytelling and on narrative structuring and comprehension through different dynamics.**

After this first workshop, we will offer a second one, **Storytelling – entering a storytelling circle** (also free), for the participants interested in having the opportunity to rehearse a specific story, which they will tell in front of an actual audience.

**Time and place:** six meetings of 1h30mins each, Mondays, 10:30-12:00, weeks 12 and 15 to 18 and the Tuesday after Easter, 10:15-11:45, week 14. Location depends on number of participants, and will be informed of after deadline expires.

**Enroll:** write me back to enroll yourself by Monday 12 March on camila.dilli@cas.au.dk.

An initiative of the Brazilian Lectureship in Aarhus - Brazilian Studies Program - Department of Global Studies. Contact: camila.dilli@cas.au.dk.

Workshop instructors:

**Camila Dilli**
A Portuguese language teacher for 11 years, with a master in Applied Linguistics, she taught people from all over the world as well as Brazilian indigenous peoples. After being a storyteller in Brazil and Ecuador and taking an undergraduate course in oral traditional narratives, she developed and taught a storytelling semester-long course for internationals learning Portuguese as an additional language in a Public Brazilian University, with several iterations from 2010 to 2015. Currently she is a lecturer in the Brazilian Studies Program of the Department of Global Studies at Aarhus University. Within the Brazilian Lectureship, she organizes diverse activities to promote Brazilian language and culture, as this pocket version of the storytelling course.

And:

**Juliana Appel.**
A special guest teacher invited by Camila Dilli to join our group in this journey is Juliana Appel, postgraduate in Teaching of Art and trained at The Commedia School, Physical Theater School in Copenhagen. With more than 16 years of experience in teaching theater and body expression, she taught and developed storytelling courses for Brazilian schools and cultural spaces in Brazil and Argentina. She works as a storyteller and independent actress and will bring us her expertise in acting for the conception of the course and our meetings.

See the Film & discuss & Network – an offer to Expat Partners: “The Road is Long – a documentary about the women’s movement in DK”/”Vejen er lang – om kvindebevægelsens historie” English subtitles, the Introduction and the following discussion as well!

This month we have an alternative Gendering in Research event. Rather than offering an academic talk, we have invited movie director Mette Knudsen to introduce and screen her movie called “Vejen er lang – om kvindebevægelsens historie” (The road is long – a documentary about the women’s movement). The movie will have English subtitles and the introduction and following discussion will be in English – so this is the ideal chance to learn about Danish history.

So, join us for a ride back to the 60’s and 70’s and learn about the struggles from the people who were the key feminist activists in DK at the time – and get inspired to take up the feminist fight in the present!

“The Road is Long – a documentary about the women’s movement in DK”/”Vejen er lang – om kvindebevægelsens historie”

This documentary portrays a multitude of different forms of feminism in DK from the Red Stocking Movement to the modern-day queer feminists. There are two main women’s movements in DK during the 19th and 20th century, and both of these are started by a small group of activists but end up as a national movement. Both movements radically changed peoples living conditions by changing laws, economic situations, and sexual norms.

The documentary captures both personal stories in this movement, but also offers a great overview of the development over time. It brings to the forefront that some of the conditions we take for granted today were acquired through feminist struggles.
“The Road is Long” let the people who were key players in the movements tell the story of how Denmark became what it is today.

When: Thursday 22nd of March 2018
Place: In the Auditorium at Nobelparken (next to the canteen)
Time: 11-14 o’clock

Please do invite your friends, family, or fellow activist along – this event is intended to reach beyond the university borders – so spread the word

Best wishes from Lea Skewes, Theresa Ammann, & Ea Høg Utoft

1 Selected Aarhus events

March & April: concert and open Farmers’ market can be combined

Are you into the habit of going to the open market on Ingerslevs Boulevard on Saturdays or Wednesdays – or soon like to try it, you can during March and April finish off with a small free concert at Sct. Luke’s church, it is just across the boulevard from the Farmers’ market. This Saturday at 12 noon, printed programme at the entrance – a church with very fine acoustic. Beautiful event before or after shopping! This has been a tradition now for 25 years and more than 400 mini concerts it’s a long standing tradition, the programme represents a broad selection of classical music – from the renaissance to the present. Sct. Luke’s Church organist and choir perform, but also many ensembles, singers and musicians, all at professional level. At Sankt Lukas Church, Ingerslevs Boulevard, 8000 Aarhus C, free.
Join singing at Aarhus Cathedral as part of Centennial Festival

“Start the day right” - from Monday 5 March to Friday 9 March all five mornings from 9.15am to 10am everyone is invited to sing with Songpower Aarhus, Sangkraft Aarhus. Don’t miss the special event in the morning to sing in acoustic cathedral under conductor Jonas Rasmussen at Aarhus Cathedral, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

Friday 9 March: 2nd concert at 7.30pm to inaugurate the grand piano in Hasle Church.

"It’s an honor to present John Damgaard, pianist and his daughter Benedikte Damgaard, violinist. John Damgaard is one of his generation’s finest Danish pianist, educated at Eastman School of Music, N.Y. will play chamber music. Programme is parts of Mozart’s violin sonatas, but also some John Damgaard solo. The event is the second of four concerts to celebrate the new grand piano donated by the Herman Salling Foundation. Venue is the Community House, next to Hasle Church, Viborgvej 158, 8210 Aarhus V, free.
Concert with Musikhøgskolans Symphony Orchestra 9 March at 7.30pm with
Katarina Andreasson one of Sweden’s best conductors, violinists and concertmasters. Started as 22 year old as 1st concertmaster of Aalborg’s Symphony Orchestra. Music programme: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Wilhelm Stenhammar and Francis Poulenc at the Concert Hall Aarhus, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

Mega Karma Dance Party Saturday 10 March at 8pm
For all dance lovers, live band and DJ at the Concert Hall Aarhus, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, tickets dkk200.

The French Quartet – Music Service at Risskov Kirke Sunday 11 March at 4pm
Music is representing La Belle Epoque and music added to love poems, some by His Royal Highness Prince Henrik, who died not many days ago. In the Risskov Kirke, church, Solbakken 2, 8240 Risskov, read more in Danish [Læs mere her](#).

Plan this – can be unique to visit artists homes:
The Art Association Open Doors 2018 exhibit works by 65 artists at Godsbanen, it runs until 28 March. Find here inspiration to plan the artists you want to visit during the weekend 17 and 18 March where all the artists welcome you in their workshops. Most often it is in their private homes – which is special. No admission.

Anything for the Bride’s Day 20 March
From 6.30pm to 9.45pm at Elværket, details on https://buchcouture.dk/brudens-dag/, Thorsvej 4, 8230 Aabyhøj.

Sunday 11 March: Folkekirken nødhjælp / The State Church’s Relief Programme
Every year, the Folkekirken Emergency Aid countrywide collection day raises hundreds of millions of Danish crowns towards people in need. When war and conflict drives people to flee their country, when floods leave death and destruction in their wake, when long-lasting droughts lead to famine, women and children are hit the hardest. That is why this year, the collection will go
towards helping the world’s poorest women. The collection is a big part of Danish culture, and almost all Danes participate as either a volunteer or as both a donor as a volunteer. – Be prepared when they ring your bell this Sunday!

Aarhus Cake 2018 nominated – a brownie-like cake, with caramelized walnuts, coffee flavor and topped off with Berries. Winner is student Julie Corneliusen. On coming to Aarhus she did not enjoy coffee, the rich coffee café life here changed that. Therefore, Julie baked the coffee-cake.

Fishing at Aarhus Ø, Sat 10 March at 10 am
Join catching, cooking cod and whatever is caught. Fair chances of getting fresh fish home for supper, for the place has cod, flatfish and sea trouts. Fish on the pier on the north and east side of Aarhus Ø. And as the Ø- urban garden’s kitchen is for us to use, they teach also how to clean the fresh fish – and then to cook them with the help of Smag på Aarhus’s Open Fire Chef! Meet up at the end of Bernhardt Jensens Boulevard bring your fishing rod and license, bait, bag and own beverages. It’s also perfectly okay to just go there and enjoy others doing the job! Bus 23 runs here, there is parking underground. Guide is Lars Brøndum from Museum of Natural History, Mobile 23361662. - Wear extra warm clothes. Free.
Morning Movements  23.02.2018 - 04.05.2018 // 7:30 - 8:30  Gently does it! Morning Movements is a soft awakening of the body - enabling you to meet a new day vibrant and alive. This theme based movement training takes it inspiration from Body-Mind Centering, Butoh Dance, Authentic Movement, Contact Improvisation, Yoga, Amarta Movement - to mention a few. The training is open to everyone with some dance or improvised movement experience. Performing Arts Platform, Valdemarsgade 1G, 1. Tv., Aarhus C.

---Now also a Board Game Festival – see in the Calendar, Section 9

Aarhus two Board Game Cafés are in Vestergade – and in Fredensgade
It’s popular to play games – and plenty are available at both cafés. Open hours are Mon-Thursday 2pm to 22pm; Fri-Saturday 12noon to 01pm, and Sunday 12noon to 10pm. Better book a table at Aarhus brætspilscafé Locations: Vestergade 58A, 8000 Aarhus C & Fredensgade 38, 8000 Aarhus C.

3. Announcements and inquiries from others (very different options!)

LOOKING FOR A UK FAMILY BASED IN DENMARK
Do you want a free holiday in The LEGO Resort in Billund?
We’re looking for an English speaking family (UK accent) with children in the age between 5-12 years old that would like to spend 2-3 days on The LEGO Resort in Billund, Jutland.

A small film crew will follow you during your stay at The LEGO Resort where you will be trying several amusements and activities in the area (for free). The recorded material will be edited into approx. 4 short films about the attractions and will be used as branding videos for VisitDenmark in the UK.

We are looking for an extrovert family that likes to be on screen and with kids that aren’t shy and not afraid of the camera. If you’re interested please send a video with you and your kids answering the following questions:

- What is your name? How old are you? How many siblings do you have? Where do you live?
- What do you like to do in your spare time? What’s your favourite holiday memory?

Deadline 23. March. Send the video to: casting@gotfat.dk We’re looking forward to hear from you! :)

---

**Kongeligt Hofleverandør**

**Book Event Saturday 10 March at 3.30pm at the Kristian F. Møller on Store Torv**

Pirkko Aarnio-Faaborg who from time to time joins us at UIC, had her book “Sam og Arven” (Sam and the heritage), as attached published last December. The book is about a young guy who inherits his family’s homes through many generations and trusted to take care of them and the surrounding woodland. As it takes place in Finland, Pirrko’s home country, it deals with a lot about the Finnish close ties to nature, the people and nature kind of blend into each other. There’s a wealth of culture presented in the book. Pirrko Aarnio-Faaborg gives a small introduction at a book event at the Book Store Kr. F. Møller – and sign books. All are invited. This kindly expressed although the book and the presentation will all take place in Danish. See details at [http://kfm.dk/events/](http://kfm.dk/events/)
Invitation to Vernissage Thursday 15 March from 4pm to 6pm

Cirklen Kvadrat

Seven Danish Artists investigate the form language of the geometry and interact in a dialogue with the exhibitions at the AU Museum of Antiques. Mathematics is known some 2400 years back in time, and was applied already then and forward by artists, potters and the like. - The artists of today and now exhibited at the Antikmuseet are fascinated by the geometry constantly is present, and continuously exploring the strictly logical frame it sets. Location: AU Antikmuseet, Victor Albecks Vej 3. Building 1414 (next to the Royal Library Aarhus), 8000 Aarhus C

KP18 & SPRING18

Kunstneres Påskeudstilling. The Artists’ Easter Exhibition, is a censured exhibition, providing both established artists and new talents the opportunity to present their works to a larger audience. SPRING18 contains new works from earlier KP exhibitors: Mette Riise Kristensen (DK), Noelia Mora Solvez (ES) and Ragnar Stéfansson. Exhibition period: 17 March–15 April

Opening and presentation of KP prize: 17 March, 2pm to 5pm. Events 11 April, 7–9pm, Finissage with presentation of the Audience Award and Artist talk with SPRING-exhibitors. Moderator: artist and curator Trine Rytter Andersen. Read more. Location: kunsthal Aarhus, J.M. Mørks Gade 13, 8000 Aarhus C, free.
Need someone to accompany your child/youth to a sports club or...

ForeningsMentor International is a project which aspires to help and guide children and adolescents into a club or association so that they may benefit from an active leisure time in social communities while participating in sports or creative activities. We offer to match your child with a volunteer Mentor, who can give you a personal guidance towards a chosen association. The Mentor will then accompany your child to its chosen activity a couple of times facilitating a great start so that you and your child will be able to continue on your own. The project is a collaboration between Aarhus Municipality, Red Barnet (Save the children) and the international schools in Aarhus. [http://www.foreningsmentor.dk/index.php?id=international](http://www.foreningsmentor.dk/index.php?id=international)

Need assistance to review lease contract or to purchase property

Lawyer Rune Bredtoft who was one of the speakers at UIC Danish Housing Market has sent the following conditions his firm charge when asked: review of lease contract and advice on conclusion of a lease I can offer a fixed price of DKK 2,000 + VAT, in all DKK 2,500. Regarding assistance in the purchase of real property (including the full “buyer packet”) I can offer a fixed price of DKK 6,000 + VAT, in all DKK 7,500. See his presentation on [www.au.dk/uic](http://www.au.dk/uic).

**Rune Bredtoft**, Lawyer (H), Partner, M: +45 5190 4843, Advokatfirmaet Rødstenen E: rb@rodstenen.dk W: [www.rodstenen.dk](http://www.rodstenen.dk)  T: +45 86 12 19 99
Aarhus Explorers walks this weekend:

Come to Aarhus Explorers walks in spring season 2018. There are two walks for you to join this weekend. There is no sign up, but you can find more on Aarhus Explorers website www.aarhusexplorers.dk and their site on Facebook: www.facebook.com/aarhusexplorers. Aarhus Explorers is an international part of AarhusGuides.

Saturday, 10 March at 11.00am, Tour: Awesome Aarhus (focus on architecture) ; with guide: Joanna /Meeting at the bottom of Dokk1 steps (Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C), 2 h, in English, dkk80 (students: ask the guide for a discount)
Come to the new walk by Aarhus Explorers in season 2018, guided in the very heart of the city. This time we will focus on architecture. Aarhus is a mixture of various styles and great buildings designed by acclaimed architects. We'll see the oldest stone building in Denmark, 400-year-old half-timbered houses and modern museum or the city hall. We'll find out why the river disappeared for more than 50 years and how a huge revitalization project brought it back. Share the event, bring your friends and family. Dress accordingly to the weather. Take the camera - we guarantee awesome views!!

Sunday, 11 March at 11.00am, Tour: Aarhus by the Sea; with guide: Joanna /Meeting at the bottom of Dokk1 steps (Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C), 2 h, in DANISH, dkk80
The walk is for those who want to explore the area around Dokk1. Do you want to see where the cruise ships and the Queen’s boat are anchored when they come to Aarhus? What about the Five Sisters and other industrial buildings? Find out why the Vikings chose the location for their settlement here, Aros. Listen to the stories about the port of Aarhus and its significance to the city. Have a look at Filmby and Kulbroen (the Coal Bridge) and hear what ambitions are connected with the popular Aarhus spot. Take your camera - you will be enchanted by marine and industrial landscapes and abundance of street art there. IMPORTANT: the walk is guided in Danish, so it helps if you understand the language a bit :)


Job Search Seminar in Aarhus, free of charge
21 March 2018 from 9.00 am to 12 noon at Workindenmark West
How to Adapt your CV and Cover Letter to Danish Requirement
Are you new to job search in Denmark? Or could you use some practical help and guidance on how to successfully search for a job? Workindenmark invites you to a free of charge seminar where you will be introduced to the basics of job search in Denmark and get an insight into writing a CV and cover letter according to Danish requirements. The seminar is held in English and covers: Introduction to the Danish labour market / How to write a CV and Cover Letter in accordance to Danish requirements / Solicited vs. unsolicited applications / Tips for the job interview. Participants will have the opportunity to sign up for a personal 20 minute CV feed-back session by appointment with Workindenmark.
Registration online: https://workindenmark.nemtilmeld.dk/- You receive a confirmation when you register. First come, first served. Location: Workindenmark, Aaboulevarden 31, 1.st floor, 8000 Aarhus C.

TorsdagsMorgenDans
Free dancing every Thursday morning – dance as you like. All are invited to dance while enjoying great music. Will generate more energy, therefore, join. Free of charge at Platformen, Valdemarsgade 1B tv, 8000 Aarhus C, Read more in Danish: Læs mere. 01.02.2018 - 28.06.2018 // 8:30 - 9:00

Danish & Fun 11 March – 1.30pm-3.30pm
Come practice Danish with other Internationals and Danish volunteers at DOKK1! Read more and sign up [here](#).

**Introduction to Mindfulness 12 March – 5pm-7pm**

Learn how mindfulness can help you deal with the everyday challenges in life.

Read more and sign up [here](#).

---

### 4. Aarhus and Denmark news / information

**Sunday 18 March** New prices and bus schedules in Aarhus and Central Denmark Region

From 18 March 2018 a new fare reform is introduced in Jylland and Fyn. Behind the reform are bus and train operators. The purpose is to simplify prices and tickets to help you find the cheapest ticket. We recommend you to use [Rejseplanen](#) to find the best ticket for your journey after 18th March. Remember to set the date to after 18th March. All information at [https://www.midttrafik.dk/english/](https://www.midttrafik.dk/english/) - here prices are stated, as well as online journey planner. Under [Customer service](#) a number to call when needed.
The American paper New York Times recommends Aarhus foods

Aarhus is well underway onto the international scene. The City of smiles has caught the attention of journalist John Wogan from N.Y. Times is praising Aarhus for its atmosphere, the article can be seen here artikel fra den 28. Februar - where four restaurants are described – worth a visit: Restaurant Hærværk in Frederiks Allé 105, Restaurant Frederikshøj on Oddervej 19-21, the Food market Aarhus Street Food on Ny Banegårdsøgade 41 and Restaurant Domestic in Mejlgade 35B. The journalist emphasizes Aarhus as a place to visit more times – and to be sure to include the Latin quarter.

The Old Coal Bridge turned into a High Line like in New York(!) becomes the city's new experience connection The coalition of the future becomes a hybrid between an urban space and a connection that unites the city across the road named Spanien. All carried out in an industrial design which speaks directly into the South Port Quarter's profile as a business area. On the track’s bridge deck, there are several living areas which allow for breaks along the way (photo taken from N.Y.). In addition, the track is expanded with towers, as connecting points between street life and the high line’s raised city space. The towers allow for urban life-creating functions such as a winter garden, trampolines, a climbing track,
and a roller coaster. It will be TRANSFORM with Dissing + Weitling, Lendager Group, VEGA Landskab, and Søren Jensen as sub-consultants to develop the old high line. "The city's old high line is set back to live, and plays an important role in the city center. (…) Business, urban life and social diversity get good growth opportunities and a good foundation for enriching each other around the new strong and revitalized cultural track," says Bünyamin Simsek, Advisor, Aarhus Municipality, Technique and Environment.

Mobile sales continue in Aarhus  Chili con carne and cafe latte on wheels remain part of the Aarhusian cityscape. With a license, last year, you could sell flavors to Aarhusians directly from smaller mobile sales stalls, such as a coffee bike or car. The test period has now been evaluated, and the results are positive. It is among other things the ability of mobile sales providers to create spontaneous and vibrant urban environments that have made the city council decide on making the scheme permanent. Also, the mobile street vendors are happy about the scheme. "It is a natural development that in a big city like Aarhus, mobile sales will be offered as it increases the city's quality for both Aarhusians and visitors. Positive is the permanent scheme now includes better guidelines. among others selected zones where mobile stalls are allowed and where not. To avoid a mobile coffee seller parks just in front of a cafe. Interested can find all the necessary information on how to get started with mobile street sales at www.aarhus.dk/mobiltgadesalg, in Danish only.

New Aarch has focus on upcycled construction materials
The new Aarhus School of Architecture, New Aarch, will include as much recycled and circular economy as possible. Students will be assigned projects to develop and include recycled materials as part of the new school – estimated to be 13,000 sq. meter and ready to open in 2020, budget is 277 million dkk. The site is behind the Concert Hall Aarhus – and close to Godbanen.

**Conveniently more dormitories are added in the area:**

Future youth and student dormitories at Godbanen
Arbejderne’s Andels Boligforening - AAB (Workers Cooperative Housing Association) and Kollegiekontoret in Aarhus – KK (The Student Housing Office) jointly construct 228 youth homes, and 121 student dormitories at Godbanen. There will be room for young students in newly constructed buildings with good views, fitness facilities, and orangeries on the roof tops. The construction. 349 new homes in the Godsbane district should make it easier for students in Aarhus to find a home. Godsbanekollegiet (The Godsbane Dormitory) is the provisional name of the new construction, which is expected to be ready for occupancy in the 2021. The dorm rooms will be an international section. The new residents will be given a beautiful view, study room, fitness room, and outdoor fitness facilities. The atrium-space will function as a heart in the middle of the building. And the roof garden will also serve as a meeting place.

Volunteers: remember municipalities since last year cover your insurance! Municipalities legally insure volunteers who provide help. The parliament decided March 2017 that volunteers can be insured by the municipalities, when they for example drive elderly people from their
Parents often worry about children’s progress at school
A big article in the newspaper JP Wednesday quoted professor Dion Sommer, AU for saying “Most important for small children is the phantasy playing. It can develop into creativity, and it is the creative minds who win in the end in the competitive society – not the ones who learn to spell right as four years old. – Making them ready for school includes strongly to let them know about the world you as a parent have, let them join you when you read the paper. Let them be part of your process when dealing with complicated issues, debates. Let them have a say, at times perhaps your own lego-system when building a small discussion up, make your children curious. This kind of interaction eventually leads to general knowledge, engagement and curiosity global “almen viden, interesse og nysgerrighed på verden.

The Warm Welcome Society is a citizens’ initiative started by the non-profit organization GIVISME and lead by Thomas VovemoD. From day one, there has been strong support from the city’s higher education institutions (Aarhus University, VIA University College, Business Academy Aarhus, Danish School of Media and Journalism, Aarhus School of Marine and Technical Engineering and Aarhus School of Architecture), as well as the municipality, each of which has helped to develop and promote the
project. In addition, there has also been extremely strong support for the actual welcoming committee consisting of 72 free time communities as well as the many citizen hosts who will be greeting the city’s new inhabitants. Warm Welcome has been a great example of cooperation between citizen initiatives and municipality and fits perfectly with the Active Citizenship Policy that was created by the municipality of Aarhus, together with 700 citizens in Aarhus. All these players are now ready to give the new citizens a really warm welcome and invite them into the city’s many exciting opportunities for socializing and free time activities. See the spring programme starting 13 March and join, all in English at http://www.varmvelkomstaarhus.dk/en/welcome/

Building Green Meetings in Aarhus, free to join, but sign up required!
Building Green is the place to be if you have an interest in sustainable products, thoughts and solutions in the construction/building industry. Building Green is a growing event in Scandinavia which expanded with another edition in Denmark in 2017 to reach as many as possible! Our mission is to illuminate the importance of sustainable building and thinking. Building Green was established in 2011 and has since been developed and improved over the years. The event is not only an exhibition with products and solutions but also a platform of knowledge consisting of international keynotes, relevant debates, idea pitching and much more.
Check out this quick guide and read about the first edition in Aarhus: Aarhus Quick Guide
At [http://buildinggreen.eu/aarhus/en/](http://buildinggreen.eu/aarhus/en/) you can read more, sign up, see keynotes contributing at the meetings in April and much more, free to participate. Sign up required.

Location: Centralværkstedet, Værkmestergade 9, 8000 Aarhus (the name origins from the time trains were repaired here, starting in 1862!)

Recycling at Godsbanen!

This very popular place opened a year ago – and is useful to know for all citizens - a unique and sustainable recycling place at Godsbanen. Conveniently in the center of Aarhus City with easy access for everybody. Allowing people to deliver their extras, and easy for the same to pick up and make use of what is there. And for others it is perfectly alright to pick up! Reusable things, big or small are always in demand, and now being legal to leave here, should make it a gain for everybody. – In addition, do remember the recycling room in Nobelparken no 22 at AU, and that we also at UIC have extra things to lend or give away, just ask us! Location: REUSE at Godsbanen, Skovgaardsgade 3, 8000 Aarhus C, open weekdays: 12 noon to 5 pm.
Royal Run: this May Crown Prince Frederik has initiated a Royal Run to celebrate his 50th Birthday
The Royal Run will take place in the five largest cities in Denmark and you can choose between two distances - the classic 10K run or One Mile (1,609 kilometers).
All are invited to join in one of the following five largest cities Aalborg, Aarhus, Esbjerg, Odense and Copenhagen, and the distance is either 10 km or one mile, 1,6 km.
You can participate in training sessions prior to the run. Find a training session near you here and sign up to get in shape before the run.
Royal Run is taking place on 21 May in all cities. Register for Royal Run here (in Danish). Event Information May, 9:00am - 9:00pm
It’s a great way to celebrate with birthday with the people of Denmark – and a very healthy way!
Gambling Mania treatment - free of Charge
It is recognized as a dependence which requires proper treatment, and at the Danish Health Department financial support can be granted.

5. Danish traditions – Vacation and Religious Holidays

Sending a Gækkebrev is an old Danish tradition
Back in time very much for adults also – and with a somewhat deeper meaning. These days mainly for young children: gækkebrev, snowdrop paper cut letters with poems. It is due time to send a gækkebrev, snowdrop letter, or more of them. This tradition is considered an original Danish PreEaster treat. The basic principle is to cut a certain, often symmetrical pattern in a piece of paper, decorate it with snow drops – the beautiful spring flowers, which peep up these days - write a poem and try to get the receiver to guess who sent the letter by writing "My name is spelled with dots" and then draw as many dots as you have of letters in your name. The receiver has three guesses to find the right sender of the letter. If the recipient manages to crack the code, the sender has to give the recipient an Easter chocolate egg. But if he/she fails to do so, the sender will be treated the chocolate egg when Easter comes around, falls in week 12 this year. So remember to watch out for gækkebrev and make sure to figure out who sent it to you! – It can be fun, so why not try this by sending a friend a gækkebrev this year. Look up instructions of how to cut a “guess who sent you this letter” on
https://da.wikipedia.org/wiki/G%C3%A6kkebrev
/ http://www.rimogremser.dk/sanglege/gaekkebrev.php – and decorate with Snow Drops. Snow Drops, vintergækker, they are white like snowflakes. The chocolate egg(s) are exchanged Easter Day 1 April at the breakfast table – or whenever you meet during Easter. 7pm to 9pm, Try making a Gækkebrev or a spring letter - see under Section 5 - at Café Smagsløs, Klostertorvet 7, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

In Denmark a Confirmation, Konfirmation, is a huge Event
This is a very important family event, which could be interesting for you to attend. Maybe some of you have already received an invitation. – Otherwise the church services are all open to the public, so you can try that part. The family party of course requires an invitation.
Arranging an confirmation party certainly takes planning. It is an occasion where most families want to be on the safe side by placing a reservation for the right eating place one or two years in advance. The busiest period for confirmation dates are in April & May, and therefore a lot of families for months have already been planning the big spring party, e.g. in the families, who have a 14 year old teenager, who wants to be confirmed. The final couple of months can become hectic, if not planned well. Especially if they want most of what it traditionally takes be home- and hand-made. It can be invitation cards, decorations for the table like place cards, seating plan and so on, and so on! But can also be bought ready-made at http://www.danskpapirvare.dk/varegrupper/konfirmation/.
What is it to be confirmed? In the Danish Lutheran Church, Folkekirken, parents bring their newborn to become baptized = christened. When the children become around 14 years old they go to confirmation classes (it is optional, but common to do), to prepare the day on which they give their own ‘yes’ to what was given them in the baptism, this will be their confirmation day.
Between two religious events, Easter and Pentecost, some 40,000 young people are again expected to become confirmed in Denmark, this has been the
case for years, although a declining number seem to join the Danish Folkekirke. The confirmation takes place on a Sunday or a Holiday. The confirmation is in the church, followed by a big party at home or at a restaurant. Clothing, menu, invitations, decorations, table settings, songs (DK has a rich tradition of making event songs, each family has usually one or two song writers – if you need help to write a song, some offer their assistance in the papers at the moment!), speeches, entertainment, gifts, nothing can be passed unnoticed! The young now confirmed person is also most likely to give a speech or write up a song to thank his/her parents and thereby living up to the expectation which from this is “today you take responsibility in a somewhat different way. At these family parties the young people easily receive some ddk25,000 as gifts from different relatives and friends, besides other kinds of presents. – Therefore, some banks are likely also this year to offer the young people special high interest to attract them. But not for lifetime, for one or up to two years is usual practice. Of course not all money ends up on bank accounts. For there is also the tradition of celebrating Blue Mondays. This trend the business Aarhus has long seen, as an opportunity to make what is named “an Aarhus card”, a popular gift item, which includes admission, means of transportation, entertainment, lunch tickets and more all at a favorable price read more on the Blue Monday website or the VisitAarhus website. The particular Blue Mondays in Aarhus this year are: Blå Mandag 16, 23, 30 April, and 7 or 14 May.

Blue Mondays. Please check how ‘Blue Mondays’ (refers to the confirmation celebration, see above!) fall on a Monday after one of the main dates for confirmation. Besides, a Sunday or often a holiday, which Danish spring is so is so full of:

Notice: The spring semester is full of holidays
Upcoming spring holidays – days off from work:
After winter holiday week 7 comes Easter holiday, which can easily be turned into a longer time off from work. Starting this year from Friday 23 March, take three days of your vacation and Thursday Skærtorsdag (Maundy Thursday) 29 March, and Langfredag (Good Friday) Friday 30 March are already days off. Easter Day, Sunday is 1 April, 2nd Easter Day is 2 April, all in all gives you 10 days off. - Store Bededag, The Great Prayer Day is Friday, 27 April e.g. a longer weekend. Kristi Himmelfartsdag, Ascension of Christ is
Thursday, 10 May. This holiday many Danes take the opportunity also to turn it into an extended weekend by taking off Friday 11 May. – Pinse, Whitsun/Pentecost celebration is Sunday 20 May and Monday 2nd Whitsun day 21 May. - Constitution Day is Tuesday 5 June e.g. half a day or a full day off, ask in your dept. - About this time a lot take their summer holidays. Families surely from late June and some weeks into July, because children are out of the schools. All in all these days off provide for great opportunities to spend time with family and friends, to go abroad, or to invite friends and relatives in from abroad.

**Holiday and work:**
As regards holidays in Denmark, this country is a quite good place to work. Compared to many other countries, we have not been giving up on any of the holidays since the reform in 1770, though it has been discussed over time. Many of the holidays are religious, which may not appeal to most Danes. But having more days off work make people insist on the holidays. It might be a bit puzzling for newcomers to prepare for the different occasions, as well as to understand the reasons for an extended weekend. Last week was the winter vacation (week 7), and we will soon be in for the next vacation. How do Danes handle these chances of ‘breaks’ from the daily routines? And how does business deal with all these interruptions in their production programmes? Well, Danes plan it well. Employees act in time to make their holiday plans and wishes be heard. This means that a holiday falling on a Thursday, one can apply for taking Friday off in order to get an extended weekend. **Holiday rules:** Danes with a fulltime job have the right to 25 days of vacation during the year, whereof three weeks have to be held between May and September. If you choose to take three weeks during the public school summer vacation there will still be 10 days left to use as you like. In some contracts, the employee has the right to 6 weeks of vacation, but this depends solely on one’s individual contract. Also, employees at AU are entitled to 2 paid childcare days per year until the age of seven (including the calendar year in which the child turns 7 years old. /i.e. the child’s first 8 years of life, - 16 days in total). Read more about the childcare days [here](#). **Holiday compensation:** By law it is possible to get compensation for sick days during a vacation. Ask your HR section for further advice.
6. May we suggest an excursion in Aarhus / Denmark

Likely you saw this many times, but never stopped to wonder:

The Story behind the AroS Winding Staircase
The winding staircase located inside the AroS Art Museum is unique due to the specific method of its construction. The staircase was constructed inside the museum right where it stands today, which means that unlike many other constructions this winding staircase has not been mould elsewhere in advance. The spectacular winding staircase rises from the museum's inner street as a sculptural form, twisting around two elevator shafts, which together create a dramatic connection to the exhibition galleries. It is SHL Design who has been responsible for the museum's interior design, and the contractor is Hans Ulrik Jensen A/S. In 2004, the museum received a few prizes: Aarhus Municipality Architecture Prize, FX Awards Best Museum, and the InSitu Prize.

7. HOUSING:

8. CARETAKER / NANNY

9. Calendar
Thursday 8 March

8.30am to 9am, *TorsdagsMorgenDans - Free dancing each Thursday morning till 28 June – dance as you like, details above at Platformen*, Valdemarsgade 1B tv, 8000 Aarhus C,

9.15am to 10am, *Join singing at Aarhus Cathedral as part of Centennial Festival, more details above, at Aarhus Cathedral*, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

12noon to 2.30pm, *Dads’ Playgroup, age 0 to 3, each Thursday, in Pusterummet, Dokk1*, Hack Kampmanns Gade 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

3pm to 5.30pm, *Knitting-crochet-sewing club at Risskov Library – Thursdays. The club is for everybody, regardless of level and is free of charge. Bring your friends, children, neighbor or your colleague! Sign up is not necessary. [https://www.aakb.dk/arrangementer/det-kreative-hjoerne/strikkehaeklesyklub-paa-risskov-bibliotek-19](https://www.aakb.dk/arrangementer/det-kreative-hjoerne/strikkehaeklesyklub-paa-risskov-bibliotek-19). One of the attractive libraries in Aarhus with free parking – right outside! At Risskov Bibliotek, Fortebakken 1, 8240 Risskov.*

3.30pm to 6pm, *Study Café – get help with your homework and more – at Dokk1*, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

4pm to 6pm, *Math-Café – join & get help from volunteers at Dokk1*, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, *free*.

5pm to 6pm, *After work concert with some members of Aarhus Symphony Orchestra at Dokk1*, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

6.30pm, *Ten Sing for all between 13 and 19 years old, each Thursday, dance, drama, music and singing, no sign up, just meet up in the Church community house, Viborgvej 158, 8210 Aarhus V, free.*
7pm, **UIC Book Club After Work Hours** at 7pm at Løve's Bog og Vin Café, Nørregade 32, 8000 Aarhus C, more details above, interested just meet up. Line Bager [lbager@econ.au.dk](mailto:lbager@econ.au.dk) / Open for more!

7.30pm, **Concert with five students from Royal College of Music and professional musicians from Ensemble MidWest. Music Beethoven, Poulenc & Brahms, at the Concert Hall Aarhus**, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

8pm to 9.50pm, **Solo concert with Danish renowned guitarist Kaare Norge at the Concert Hall Aarhus**, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, tickets dkk120-220.

---

**Friday 9 March**

7.30am to 8.30am, **Morning Movements. Gently does it! More details above in Section 3, at Performing Arts Platform, Valdemarsgade 1G, 1., 8000 Aarhus C.**

9.15am to 10am, **Final day: Join singing at Aarhus Cathedral as part of Centennial Festival, more details above, at Aarhus Cathedral**, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

10am to 12noon, **UIC Int’l. Playgroup – age group 0-3 years, in English, for all – Internationals & Danes / each Friday – details above, at Dokk1 at Pusterummet**, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

10am to 12noon, **Chess at Dokk1, for new & advanced players**, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

3.30pm, **Book Event at the Kristian F. Møller on Store Torv, 8000 Aarhus C, free.** More details in Section 3. Pirrko Aarnio-Faaborg gives a small introduction at a book event at the Book Store Kr. F. Møller – and sign books. All are invited. See details at [http://kfm.dk/events/](http://kfm.dk/events/).
4.30pm to 5pm, *Storybook reading in Spanish at Dokk1*, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

6.30pm, “*UIUC Night out*” 9 March – a monthly event! All are invited to join - AU related or not: come and enjoy international company, details above. *Contact Susanne Pfeil 123susanne@gmx.de*. *Meet up at Restaurant Amoroma*, Vestergade 60, 8000 Aarhus C.

7.30pm, *2nd Concert to inaugurate the grand piano: this time with John Damgaard, pianist and his daughter Benedikte Damgaard, violinist, more details above. Music: parts of Mozart’s violin sonatas and more. Venue is the Community House, next to Hasle Church*, Viborgvej 158, 8210 Aarhus V, free.

7.30pm, *Concert with Musikhøgskolans Symphony Orchestra with Katarina Andreasson one of Sweden’s best conductors, violinists and concertmasters*. See more details above at the Concert Hall Aarhus, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

Saturday 10 March

8am to approx. 2pm, *Open Air Farmers’ Market* with all sorts of fresh produce, homemade products, – also on Wednesdays on Ingerslevs Boulevard, 8000 Aarhus. 

**easy to combine with**

12 noon to 12.25 pm, *Market Concert March and April, see above – Music not yet announced – Organist* John Wedell Horsner at *Sct. Luke’s Church* across the street – seen from the market!

9am to 12noon, *Open House at DGI, huge gym to join at DGI-

10am, *Fishing at Aarhus Ø, fish cod, flatfish and sea trouts. See all details above. Meet up at the end of Bernhardt Jensens Boulevard*, check what to bring. Come on foot, by bike or car or bus 23. – Free.
10am, **Join a walk with Aarhus Fodslaw – a good way to get to know some Danes – besides become familiar with the surrounding nature!** Meet up at Skjoldhøj Kirke, Jernaldervej 425 (line 3A)

10.30am, **Grandparents Days, send the children with them (members) to enjoy art and creative experiences, 10-11 March, at AroS Art Museum, downtown, 8000 C** dkk50 each participant, buy ticket here: [Køb billet](#)

11.00am, **New Tour: Awesome Aarhus (focus on architecture) ; with guide: Joanna /Meeting at the bottom of Dokk1 steps** (Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C), dkk80 (students: ask). See details under Section 3..

11am to 11.45am, **Try karate with Aarhus Shuri-ryu Karate, wear comfortable clothes, at Dokk1**, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

11am to 11.45am, **Enjoy the choir of the month Koriosum at Dokk1**, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 C, free.

12noon to 12.45pm, **Try karate with Aarhus Shuri-ryu Karate, wear comfortable clothes, at Dokk1**, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

12.30pm to 2.30pm, **Repair Café – instruction in fixing things, bring your bike etc. to Dokk1**, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

1.30pm, **Saxophonist Christina Dahl Quartet at the Concert Hall Aarhus**, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

**Sunday 11 March**

**Folkekirkens nødhjælp / The State Church’s Relief Programme’s collection day - raises hundreds of millions of Danish crowns. – Be prepared when they ring your bell this Sunday! – Details above.**
10.30am, Grandparents Days, send the children with them (members) to enjoy art and creative experiences, 10-11 March, at AroS Art Museum, downtown, 8000 C dkk50 each participant, buy ticket here: Køb billet

11.00am, Tour: Aarhus by the Sea; with guide: Joanna /Meeting at the bottom of Dokk1 steps (Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C), 2 h, in Danish, dkk80 (students ask). See details under Section 3/ Aarhus Explorers.

12noon to 3pm, Sunday means fun activities for all at the DGI House, Værkmestergade 17, 8000 Aarhus C, dkk50 each child.

1pm, Mixdouble Jazz with Quartet – perfect for cheerful people - at the Concert Hall Aarhus, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

2pm to 3.45pm, Sunday Documentary, in English at Dokk1, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

3pm, Guitar Matinée with students from the Royal College of Music at the Concert Hall Aarhus, downtown, 8000 C.

4pm, The French Quartet – Music Service at Risskov Kirke, see interesting details above, at Risskov Kirke, church, Solbakken 2, 8240 Risskov.

5.45pm, Salsa Bailatina, and from 8pm to 10.30pm Salsatek with DJ at the Student House, Nordre Ringgade 3, 8000 Aarhus C, dkk60/50, members reduced rates.

7.30pm, Concert: Quartetto di Cremona, Italy Music: a bouquet of Boccherini, Verdi, Pucicini & Respighi at the Concert Hall Aarhus, downtown, 8000 C, dkk225.

7.30pm, BaroqueAROS - Piaf, Purcell og Satie. Concert with soloists Bjarke Mogensen (akkordeon) & Andrea Pellegrini (mezzosoprano) at the Concert Hall Aarhus, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C, dkk80-100.

Monday 12 March
On the Internet: check your tax return – expect busy lines!

4pm to 5.30pm, **Language Café/ Sprog Café** – free of charge at Dokk1, Hack Kampmanns Plads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, free.

**At the Kino East of Paradise** Mondays means French Movies, many other films – all other days of the week at Øst for Paradis, Paradisgade 7-9, 8000 Aarhus C, tickets.

8pm, **Rhythmic Concert Café with students from the Royal College of Music at the Concert Hall Aarhus**, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C,

---

**Tuesday 13 March**

10am, **Join a walk with Aarhus Fodslaw – a good way to get to know some Danes – besides become familiar with the surrounding nature!** Meet up in Tranbjerg, Kirketorvet 14 (opposite the Medical House, lægehuset) (linie 4A). Free.

6pm, **Plan B – Serves Tuesdays a glass of wine for free – to avoid wine waste at Plan B**, Fredens Torv 2, 8000 Aarhus C.

7pm to 9pm, **Game Night at Aarhus Brætspilscafé, board game café, some games & drinks dkk30.** Read more and sign up [here](#)

8pm, **Rhythmic Concert Café with students from the Royal College of Music at the Concert Hall Aarhus**, downtown, 8000 Aarhus C,

---

**Wednesday 14 March**
2pm to 4pm, UIC invites to a Seminar with focus on Developing cultural intelligence using awareness of own cultural values. Sign-up required: Register, no later than 12 March, see details above. Location: International Centre, Room 1, Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 4A, 8000 Aarhus C. View location on map.

5pm to 7pm, Enjoy bubbles and pizza buffet at Ole’s Gård in Studsgade, 8000 Aarhus C, dkk150. See details at nyåbnede restaurant Oles Gård i Studsgade Facebook. DKK150 per person for pizza buffet & a glass of bubbles. Children under age 10 gets a soda and buffet for DKK75. This started yesterday, read info here.

Enjoy the milder weather by getting out there! Easy to borrow a sledge – ask me.
And let’s meet Wednesday at the seminar about Developing Cultural Intelligence at 2 pm, provided you sign up!
Best / Gitte

Like the UIC on Facebook here or via this link: https://www.facebook.com/iasUIC/

Note: All UIC activities are free of charge to AU Staff, all their family members and all associated with International Community.
Note: If you know of anyone who could benefit from receiving the UIC Newsletter, please tell them to sign up on gha@au.dk
Emergency. For your convenience: **Call 112 first of all – anywhere in Denmark.** And if **on AU Campus dial the special tel. 8715 1617!**

**Gitte Haahr-Andersen**  UIC Organiser

Mobile phone: +45 3069 8483  
E-mail: gh@au.dk  
Web: www.au.dk/uic

**AU Research Support and External Relations**  
International Centre Dale T. Mortensen Building  
Høegh-Guldbergs Gade 4A  
DK-8000 Aarhus C,  
Denmark

Garbage sorting in Aarhus is well introduced!